How do two moving clocks fall out of sync?
A tale of trucks, threads, and twins
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In special relativity, a pair of clocks synchronized in their own reference frame are not synchronized
in another. How do two clocks, initially synchronized and at rest in the laboratory frame, fall out of
sync as their speed relative to the lab gradually increases? The answer lies in general-relativistic
time dilation. The path to the answer sheds light on the thread-between-spaceships paradox 共also
called the Bell spaceship paradox兲, on the twin paradox, and on the character of length
contraction. © 2007 American Association of Physics Teachers.
关DOI: 10.1119/1.2733691兴
I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALITATIVE
OVERVIEW
The statement that “two events simultaneous in one reference frame might not be simultaneous in another” is the
central claim of special relativity. At the same time, it is the
most difficult claim to accept psychologically.1,2
Phrased quantitatively, the claim is: In one frame two
events are simultaneous and separated by distance ⌬x. In a
frame moving relative to the first at velocity V, the two
events are separated in time by
− V⌬x/c2

冑1 − 共V/c兲2 .

共1兲

共All motion and events are restricted to the x axis. We use V
for the speed of a frame and v for the speed of a clock.兲 A
logically equivalent statement is: Two clocks, synchronized
and separated by distance L0 in their rest frame, are not synchronized in a frame where the two clocks move at velocity
V. Instead, the rear clock is set ahead by L0V / c2.
The second form of the claim has several advantages.
While the first form encourages blind plug-and-chug, the
second encourages thoughtful questions such as “How do
those two moving clocks fall out of sync?” 共This question is
very different from the one answered by the synchronization
principle: The synchronization principle compares a pair of
clocks in their own frame with that same pair in a frame
moving relative to those clocks, while the question compares
a pair of clocks in a single frame before and after acceleration.兲 After all, if two clocks start out synchronized and at
rest in the laboratory, and if they execute identical acceleration programs 共identical in the laboratory frame兲, then
throughout the acceleration process the two moving clocks
tick slowly 共relative to laboratory clocks兲. But each clock
ticks slowly by the same factor so the two clocks remain
synchronized in the laboratory frame 关see Fig. 1共a兲兴.
The resolution lies in general-relativistic time dilation.3
Consider this acceleration process in the 共non-inertial兲 frame
of the right-hand clock 关see Fig. 1共b兲兴. During the acceleration, the two clocks behave 共principle of equivalence兲 as if
they are in a gravitational field 共with “down” being to the left
in the figure兲. Therefore 共gravitational time dilation兲 the lefthand 共“lower”兲 clock ticks slower than the right-hand 共“upper”兲 clock. At the end of the acceleration process, the two
clocks are not synchronized in their own frame: the left-hand
clock has ticked off less time than the right-hand clock has.
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So, after acceleration, the two clocks are in sync in the
laboratory frame, but not in their own frame. The situation
doesn’t conform to the antecedent “Two clocks, synchronized . . . in their own rest frame” of the statement directly
following Eq. 共1兲. To make them conform, the “master time
keeper” of the clock’s frame 共in charge of keeping clocks in
sync兲 must manually set forward the time reading on the
left-hand clock. This last step, which synchronizes the two
clocks in their own frame, pushes the clocks out of sync in
the laboratory frame, with the rear clock set ahead.
We gain insight by examining not only the clock readings
but also the distance between clocks. In the laboratory frame
each clock follows an identical acceleration program and
thus, of mathematical necessity, the distance between the two
clocks remains constant. In the frame of the right-hand clock
关see Fig. 1共b兲兴, the left-hand clock moves left so the two
clocks draw apart. How can this be? In the laboratory frame,
the two clocks simultaneously reach the state of, for example, “clock reading  = 13.1 s, speed v = 0.718c” 关this instant is depicted in Fig. 1共a兲 as “during”兴. In the inertial
frame moving relative to the lab at V = 0.718c, these two
events are not simultaneous: First the right-hand clock
reaches the state of “clock reading  = 13.1 s, speed v = 0”
关this instant is depicted in Fig. 1共b兲 as “during”兴, and then
some time later the left-hand clock reaches that state. At the
frame and instant depicted in Fig. 1共b兲, the left-hand clock
has not yet reached the reading of  = 13.1 s and not yet
achieved a speed of v = 0, so it is still moving toward the left.
Details and formulas will be derived in Sec. II, but already
we have raised a puzzle about length contraction. Standard
treatments4 of length contraction compare the length of a
truck in its own frame with the length of that truck in a frame
moving relative to that truck, correctly showing that the
truck is shorter in the second frame.
But standard treatments have nothing to say about the
length of a truck before and after acceleration. Often it is
assumed that the truck maintains its same proper length
through the acceleration process and hence shrinks in the lab
frame.5 But the preceding analysis shows that if both the
nose and the tail of a truck undergo identical acceleration
programs, then the truck maintains the same length in the
laboratory frame while its proper length increases. 关Both
possibilities are consistent with the standard length contraction conclusion that the truck is shorter in a frame moving
relative to the truck 共in this case the lab frame兲 than it is in its
own proper frame.兴 To answer the question of the truck’s
© 2007 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Fig. 1. 共a兲 In the laboratory frame, two clocks accelerate 共with constant proper acceleration兲 from v = 0 to v = 0.9c in 30 s. Throughout the process the two
clocks are synchronized and separated by distance 共5 s兲c. 共b兲 Same process observed in three inertial frames moving at the speed of the right-hand clock.
关Characteristically, one picture in the lab frame 共“both clocks halt acceleration”兲 corresponds to two pictures in the frame moving at V = 0.9c relative to the lab
共first “right-hand clock halts acceleration” and some time later “left-hand clock halts acceleration”兲.兴 At the end of the process, the clocks are not synchronized
and they are separated by a longer distance 共5 s兲c / 冑1 − 共0.9兲2.

proper length after acceleration, we must know not only the
final velocity of the truck, but also some details about how
the acceleration is carried out.
Sections II and III do little more than produce the equations needed to generate and confirm Fig. 1. Section IV amplifies the remarks about length contraction, and Secs. V and
VI apply these ideas to the thread and twin paradoxes.
Throughout this analysis we assume, as has been verified by
experiment,6 that an accelerated clock ticks at precisely the
same rate as an instantaneously co-moving non-accelerating
clock. Although no problem discussed in this paper requires
the use of general relativity, this additional perspective provides both insight and satisfaction.

a⬘ =

a

关冑1 − 共v/c兲2兴3

共3兲

,

so if a⬘ is constant 共call it g, the constant proper acceleration兲, then in the lab frame
a=

dv
= g关冑1 − 共v/c兲2兴3 .
dt

共4兲

Integrate this once to find, for initial velocity vi,
v共t兲 =

g共t − t0兲

共5兲

冑1 + 共g共t − t0兲/c兲2 ,

where
II. ACCELERATION PROCESS: SPECIAL
RELATIVISTIC APPROACH

t0 ⬅

A. A single accelerating clock

a⬘ =

冋

1 − vV/c2

册

3

共2兲

If the velocity of the frame is the same as the velocity of the
clock, then
806

x共t兲 =
where
x0 ⬅

a.
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共6兲

Integrate again to find, for initial position xi,

A clock has initial position xi and initial velocity vi in the
laboratory frame. It moves with constant acceleration in its
own frame. How does it move in the laboratory frame?
If a clock has velocity v and acceleration a in the lab
frame, then in a frame moving relative to the lab at velocity
V it has acceleration7,8

冑1 − 共V/c兲2

− vi/g

冑1 − 共vi/c兲2 .
c2
g

冋冑 冉

冋

1+

g共t − t0兲
c

冊 册
2

− 1 + x0 ,

册

1
c2
x ig
1−
冑1 − 共vi/c兲2 + c2 .
g

共7兲

共8兲

The worldline x共t兲 of such a clock, for the case vi = 0, xi = 0,
is sketched in Fig. 2.
The proper time  ticked off by the clock after its motion
starts is determined through
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冑 冉冑
冊
冉 冊 冉 冊册

d = 冑1 − 共v/c兲2dt =

=

冋

g共t − t0兲/c

1−

1 + 共g共t − t0兲/c兲2

g共t − t0兲
gt0
c
arcsinh
+ arcsinh
g
c
c

2

dt, 共9兲

共10兲

.

How does this motion happen in reference frame S⬘,
which moves relative to the lab at velocity V? The motion
has constant proper acceleration g in this frame, too, so the
motion has the same form as Eqs. 共5兲 and 共7兲, but with different coordinates for the event of stillness 共x0 , t0兲. To find
these coordinates we first find the event at which the clock
has velocity V in the lab frame. It is

冉 冋冑

共x,t兲 = x0 +

c2
g

1

1 − 共V/c兲

2

册

− 1 ,t0 +

V/g

冑1 − 共V/c兲2

冊

.
共11兲

Fig. 2. Worldline of a clock undergoing constant proper acceleration g.

Using the Lorentz transformation to find the coordinates of
this event in frame S⬘, we obtain

共x⬘,t⬘兲 =

1

冑1 − 共V/c兲2 共x0 − Vt0 − 共c /g兲关1 −
2

冑1 − 共V/c兲2兴, t0 − Vx0/c2 + V/g兲.

In a slight abuse of notation we call the coordinates of this
stillness event 共x0⬘ , t0⬘兲, so the clock’s trajectory in S⬘ is
x⬘共t⬘兲 =

c2
g

冋冑 冉
1+

g共t⬘ − t0⬘兲
c

冊 册
2

− 1 + x0⬘ .

共13兲

Finally, suppose that the motion is not constant proper
acceleration for all time, but instead zero acceleration previous to lab time t = 0, followed by constant proper acceleration
g, followed by zero acceleration after lab time t = t f . In this
situation the coordinates of the initial and final acceleration
events, and the initial and final velocities, are easily found in
the lab frame and easily transformed into frame S⬘.

B. A pair of accelerating clocks
In the lab frame, two clocks start at rest at t = 0 and move
with constant proper acceleration g until t = t f . The left-hand
clock has initial position 0 while the right-hand clock has
initial position ᐉi. Hence the two clocks move in the laboratory frame according to
c2
xL共t兲 =
g

冋冑 冉 冊 册
冋冑 冉 冊 册

xR共t兲 = ᐉi +

gt
1+
c

c2
g

1+

−1 ,

gt
c
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共15兲

vf − V
.
1 − v f V/c2

共16兲

But in frame S⬘ the two clocks don’t start accelerating simultaneously: the right-hand clock starts accelerating first. Similarly, the right-hand clock has zero speed first, and the
right-hand clock halts its acceleration first. Because
xR共t兲 = ᐉi + xL共t兲, the Lorentz transformation shows that the
worldline of the right-hand clock on a spacetime diagram is
obtained from the worldline of the left-hand clock by shifting
it right by ᐉi / 冑1 − 共V / c兲2 and down by 共Vᐉi / c2兲 / 冑1 − 共V / c兲2.
In other words 共see Fig. 3兲,
xR⬘ 共t⬘兲 = xL⬘ 共t⬘ + 共Vᐉi/c2兲/冑1 − 共V/c兲2兲 + ᐉi/冑1 − 共V/c兲2 .
共17兲

共14a兲

When the lab time is t each clock has ticked off proper
time , where

2

−1

gt f

冑1 + 共gt f /c兲2 .

How do these two clocks move in inertial frame S⬘, which
moves relative to the lab with velocity V 共0 ⱕ V ⱕ v f 兲? Each
clock initially has velocity −V, then slows to zero speed, then
moves to the right, and finally halts acceleration with velocity

2

共14b兲

for 0 ⬍ t ⬍ t f . They initially have speed 0, then accelerate to
gt / 冑1 + 共gt / c兲2, and end with speed
807

vf =

共12兲

=

冉冊

gt
c
arcsinh
g
c

共18兲

or
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Fig. 3. In the laboratory frame, two clocks accelerate 共with constant proper acceleration兲 from v = 0 to v = 0.9c in 30 s. Each t hash mark corresponds to 10 s,
each x hash mark to 10 light-seconds. Worldlines are shown in the lab frame and in two inertial frames moving relative to the lab frame at the constant
velocities indicated.

冉 冊

gt
g
.
= sinh
c
c

共19兲

Thus, in the lab frame, the clock readings  are less than the
lab time t, but at a given lab time both clocks have the same
reading. This is not true in any other frame. It is true that in
any frame, each clock will have the same reading when each
reaches a specified velocity. But the right-hand clock will
attain that velocity 共and that reading兲 before the left-hand
clock does. The situation “two clocks undergo identical acceleration programs in the lab frame” is the same as “two
clocks undergo identical acceleration programs as determined by their own clocks.” But such acceleration programs
are not identical in any other frame.
There is no such thing as an “instantaneously co-moving
inertial frame of both clocks.” In the co-moving frame of the
right-hand clock, the left-hand clock moves toward the left.
In the co-moving frame of the left-hand clock, the right-hand
clock moves toward the right.
In the frame9 with V = v f , each clock halts its acceleration
at the same time that it reaches speed zero. The right-hand
clock does so first, at the event with coordinates 关see Eq.
共12兲兴
共xA⬘ ,tA⬘ 兲 =

1

冑1 − 共V/c兲2 共ᐉi − 共c /g兲关1 −
2

冑1 − 共V/c兲2兴,

− Vᐉi/c2 + V/g兲.

共20兲

The left-hand clock halts its acceleration later at the event
with coordinates
共xB⬘ ,tB⬘ 兲 =

1

冑1 − 共V/c兲

2

冑1 − 共V/c兲

2

=

L 0V
.
c2

共22兲

This is the quantitative verification that the qualitative “master time keeper” scenario of Sec. I does indeed provide the
proper amount of desynchronization.
Furthermore, after both clocks halt the distance between
them in their own reference frame 共the proper distance兲 is
xA⬘ − xB⬘ = L0 =

ᐉi

共23兲

冑1 − 共V/c兲2 ,

which is longer than the 共length contracted兲 distance ᐉi between them in the lab frame 共the frame where the two clocks
move at velocity V兲. As described in Sec. I, the distance
between clocks stretches in the proper frame and remains
constant in the lab frame.
C. Co-moving frame of the right-hand clock
We are especially interested in the situation where both
clocks are accelerating and the right-hand clock is at rest 关for
example, the first three drawings in Fig. 1共b兲兴. In this situation, how far apart are the two clocks? The right-hand clock
is at rest, but the left-hand clock moves left. What is its
velocity? What does the left-hand clock read when the righthand clock reads R? In this section, we use the notation
␤ = V / c and ␣i = gᐉi / c2.
According to Eq. 共12兲, the coordinates for event A 共righthand clock at rest兲 in Fig. 4 are
共xA⬘ ,tA⬘ 兲 =

1

冑1 − ␤2 共ᐉi − 共c /g兲关1 −
2

冑1 − ␤2兴,共V/g兲关1 − ␣i兴兲,

while the coordinates for event B 共left-hand clock at rest兲 are

Each clock has the same reading when it halts acceleration.
Thus when the left-hand clock halts, the right-hand clock
will have ticked off an additional time of
Am. J. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 9, September 2007

Vᐉi/c2

共24兲

共− 共c2/g兲关1 − 冑1 − 共V/c兲2兴,V/g兲.
共21兲

808

tB⬘ − tA⬘ =

共xB⬘ ,tB⬘ 兲 =

1

冑1 − ␤2 共− 共c /g兲关1 −
2

冑1 − ␤2兴,V/g兲.

共25兲

To find the coordinates of event C 共left-hand clock while
right-hand clock is at rest兲, we note that the shape of the
Daniel F. Styer
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␤ = tanh 共gR/c兲,

共32兲

where
sinh 共gL/c兲 = ␤

冑1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2 − ␣i

共33兲

1 − ␤2

=sinh 共gR/c兲关冑1 + ␣2i sinh2 共gR/c兲
− ␣i cosh 共gR/c兲兴.

共34兲

In the limit of infinitesimal R and L, Eq. 共34兲 becomes
dL = 共1 − g ᐉ /c2兲dR ,
Fig. 4. Worldlines of two clocks in frame S⬘. The right-hand clock is at rest
at event A, the left-hand clock is at rest at event B.

worldline is given through Eq. 共13兲. The deviation of event
C from its stillness event B is
tC⬘ − tB⬘ = tA⬘ − tB⬘ =

− ␣iV/g

共26兲

冑1 − ␤2 .

Using this result for 共t⬘ − t0⬘兲 in Eq. 共13兲 gives
xC⬘ − xB⬘ =

c2
g

冋冑

册

1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2
−1 ,
1 − ␤2

共27兲

1

冑1 − ␤2 共− 共c /g兲关1 −
2

冑1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2兴,

共V/g兲关1 − ␣i兴兲.

共28兲

From the coordinates of all three events, we find the distance
between clocks when the right-hand clock is at rest:
xA⬘ − xC⬘ =

冋 冑

c2
1−
g
+

1 − 共V/c兲2 + 共gᐉi/c2兲2共V/c兲2
1 − 共V/c兲2

ᐉi

册

共29兲

冑1 − 共V/c兲2 .

The velocity of the left-hand clock when the right-hand
clock is at rest is obtained similarly by substituting Eq. 共26兲
into Eq. 共5兲. The result is
− V共gᐉi/c2兲

冑1 − 共V/c兲

2

+ 共gᐉi/c 兲 共V/c兲
2 2

.
2

共30兲

We can relate the clock reading at event A 共call it R兲 to
the clock reading at event C 共call it L兲 as follows. First, use
the Lorentz transformation to find that the time for event C
in the lab frame is
tC =

V 冑1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2 − ␣i
.
1 − ␤2
g

共31兲

Then, when the right-hand clock reads R, 共a兲 the time in the
lab frame is tA given through gtA / c = sinh 共gR / c兲, 共b兲 the
velocity of frame S⬘ relative to the lab is V
= gtA / 冑1 + 共gtA / c兲2 = c tanh 共gR / c兲, and 共c兲 the time for
event C in the lab frame is given through Eq. 共31兲. From
these results you can work backward through gtC / c
= sinh 共gL / c兲 to find L. Executing this procedure one finds
809
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the time-dilation formula of general relativity.
Although the mathematics in this section has assumed a
constant proper acceleration, it is clear that the results at the
halt of acceleration hold for any acceleration process in
which both clocks undergo identical procedures. 关That is,
identical according to the lab frame, or identical according to
the clocks’ own timekeeping. See the discussion following
Eq. 共19兲.兴
Although this discussion has yielded some insight, and
shown how to construct all the numbers in Fig. 1, it hasn’t
really answered the question “How do two moving clocks
fall out of synch?” because everything derived here assumed
the Lorentz transformation from the start.
III. ACCELERATION PROCESS:
GENERAL-RELATIVISTIC APPROACH

whence
共xC⬘ ,tC⬘ 兲 =

共35兲

From the right-hand clock’s perspective, the acceleration
process has two distinct portions. At first both clocks accelerate. In the co-moving frame of the right-hand clock, the
left-hand clock moves toward the left. Then the right-hand
clock halts its acceleration 共event A in Fig. 3兲. In the second
portion the right-hand clock isn’t accelerating 共so its frame is
inertial兲, but the left-hand clock still moves toward the left.
Then the left-hand clock halts its acceleration 共event B in
Fig. 3兲. In the first portion the left-hand clock ticks slowly
due to both special- and general-relativistic time dilation. In
the second portion the left-hand clock ticks slowly due only
to special-relativistic time dilation.
In the first portion, when both special- and generalrelativistic time dilation are in play, the times ticked off on
the left- and right-hand clocks are related through
dL = 冑1 − 共v/c兲2共1 − g ᐉ /c2兲dR .

共36兲

Here g is the acceleration of the clocks in the instantaneously
co-moving inertial frame of the right-hand clock, ᐉ is the
distance between the clocks in that frame, and v is the velocity of the left-hand clock in that frame. Equation 共36兲 is a
natural generalization of the standard expressions for specialrelativistic and for general-relativistic time dilation. A rigorous derivation is presented in Appendix A.
Substituting v from Eq. 共30兲 and ᐉ from Eq. 共29兲 into Eq.
共36兲 produces
dL =

冑

1−

␤2␣2i
1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2

冉 冋 冑

⫻ 1− 1−

册

冊

1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2
␣i
−
2
冑1 − ␤2 dR
1−␤
共37a兲
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冉

= 1−

␣i

冑1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2

冊

dR .

共37b兲

But, using Eq. 共5兲 with t0 = 0, we obtain
dR = 冑1 − ␤2dt =

c d␤
,
g 1 − ␤2

共38兲

and so
dL =

c 冑1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2 − ␣i
d␤ .
g 共1 − ␤2兲冑1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2

共39兲

Fortunately, we have already integrated this differential
equation on physical grounds: the result is Eq. 共33兲, namely
sinh

冉 冊 冉冑

冊

1 − ␤2 + ␣2i ␤2 − ␣i
.
1 − ␤2

gL
=␤
c

共40兲

It is tedious but straightforward to verify that this result satisfies the differential equation 共39兲.
Equation 共40兲 gives the reading on the left-hand clock in
the frame where the right-hand clock is at rest, as a function
of the speed of the right-hand clock in the laboratory frame.
It applies to the first portion of the acceleration process.
In the second portion of the acceleration process the local
frame acceleration is zero. During this portion the time t⬘,
reckoned in the frame with V = v f , goes from tA⬘ to tB⬘ , as
determined through Eqs. 共20兲 and 共21兲. Using Eq. 共15兲 for v f
shows that during this portion the time t⬘ goes
from t f 关1 − ␣i兴 to t f .

共41兲

During this portion the velocity of the left-hand clock is,
from Eq. 共5兲,
g共t⬘ − t f 兲

冑1 + 共g共t⬘ − t f 兲/c兲

共42兲

.
2

共The quantity t⬘ − t f is negative, so this velocity is negative as
well.兲
The time ticked off by the moving left-hand clock during
this portion is given through
dL = 冑1 − 共v/c兲2dt⬘ =

1

冑1 + 共g共t⬘ − t f 兲/c兲2 dt⬘ .

共43兲

Integrating between the limits established in Eq. 共41兲 results
in
⌬L =

冉 冊

␣igt f
c
c
arcsinh
= arcsinh
g
c
g

冉冑 冊
␣ i␤ f

1 − ␤2f

.

共44兲

Thus, at the end of the first portion, the left-hand clock
reads L where
sinh

冉 冊 冉冑
gL
= ␤f
c

1 − ␤2f + ␣2i ␤2f − ␣i
1 − ␤2f

冊

.

共45兲

During the second portion, the left-hand clock increments by
⌬L where
sinh

冉 冊

g⌬L
␣ i␤ f
=
冑1 − ␤2f .
c

共46兲

Adding together these two times should 关see Eqs. 共19兲 and
共5兲兴 result in a final time reading of
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Fig. 5. On the left, a square truck is contracted in the moving frame. On the
right, a square truck is stretched out in its rest frame. Both scenarios are
consistent with conventional length contraction. Suppose the truck is square
at rest before it executes its acceleration. If each piece of the truck executes
an identical acceleration program, then the right-hand scenario applies. If
each piece of the truck is accelerated by identical taps, simultaneous in the
current rest frame of the truck, then the left-hand scenario applies.

sinh

冉 冊

g f
␤f
=
冑1 − ␤2f .
c

共47兲

You can verify this claim 共it’s tedious兲 using the relation
sinh 共x + y兲 = sinh 共x兲冑1 + sinh2 共y兲

+ sinh 共y兲冑1 + sinh2 共x兲.

共48兲

IV. THE CHARACTER OF LENGTH
CONTRACTION
We have established that if two clocks, at rest in the lab
frame and separated by distance ᐉi, carry out identical acceleration programs 关identical in the lab frame or identical as
determined by their own clocks, see the discussion following
Eq. 共19兲兴, then at the end of the program the clocks remain
separated by distance ᐉi in the lab frame, but are separated
by a longer distance ᐉi / 冑1 − 共V / c兲2 in their own rest frame.
The two clocks might be in identically programmed spaceships, but they might also reside at the nose and tail of a
truck. Thus if all parts of a truck undergo identical acceleration programs, the truck’s proper length stretches as it accelerates. 共The two clocks might also be located on two adjacent atoms, or at the right and left edges of single atom,
whence all the atomic spacings and all the atoms within the
truck stretch by the same factor.兲
This conclusion is consistent with the conventional length
contraction result. Conventional length contraction compares
the length of a truck in its own frame 共proper length L0兲 to
the shorter length 关L0冑1 − 共V / c兲2兴 of that truck in a frame in
which the truck moves with velocity V. Conventional length
contraction says nothing about the length of a truck before
and after undergoing acceleration. Both scenarios in Fig. 5
are consistent with conventional length contraction.
Although “identical acceleration programs for each piece
of truck” is a natural acceleration method, it is not the only
possible nor even the only natural method. Edwin F. Taylor
and A. P. French10 have demonstrated that if each part of the
Daniel F. Styer
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truck is accelerated by taps that are simultaneous in the rest
frame of the truck,11 then the truck emerges from the acceleration process with an unchanged proper length and hence a
shrunken laboratory length. Indeed, with various acceleration
programs, the truck might end up with any length at all!
共One such program is discussed in Problem 2 of Appendix
B.兲 As J. S. Bell has phrased it,12 “A system set brutally in
motion may be bruised, or broken, or heated, or burned.”
Any truck that really did accelerate from 0 to 0.9c in 30 s, as
represented in Fig. 1, would likely end up with a proper
length thinner than photographic film.
So what acceleration method is most likely to be employed in nature? The answer comes through the realization
that, in scenario B of Fig. 5, the separation between atoms
stretches in the rest frame. This separation length is dictated
by the attractions and repulsions between atoms, which do
not change in the proper frame. A similar conclusion can be
made for the shape of an atom. 共Bell analyzed a classical
model of the atom attesting to this conclusion.12兲 Long before the atoms stretch to twice their equilibrium separations,
they will snap back. This shifting of atoms might, depending
on the material and the acceleration program, be accompanied by macroscopic vibrations. But after the vibrations have
died out, the truck’s proper length will be the same before
and after acceleration.
Although any acceleration method, and hence any final
length, is possible, the most natural acceleration method is
one that results in the conventional scenario A, such as the
Taylor-French method.
V. THE THREAD-BETWEEN-SPACESHIPS
PARADOX
The thread-between-spaceships paradox was invented by
Edmond Dewan and M. Beran13 in 1959, but is often called
the “Bell spaceship paradox” because it was popularized by
Bell12 in 1976. Suppose a thread is stretched taunt between
the two clocks before they start their identical acceleration
programs. As the clocks speed up to relativistic velocities,
will the thread break? This simple question has resulted in
some controversy.14
The taunt thread is like the truck discussed in Sec. IV.
Although nothing in relativity prohibits all parts of the thread
from undergoing identical acceleration programs 共thus maintaining the same length in the lab frame and stretching in the
proper frame兲, this acceleration method is unlikely to be realized with a real thread made of atoms. The real thread will
likely contract in the lab frame and maintain its same proper
length. When it does so, the thread will break. 共In the lab
frame, the clocks maintain the same separation while the
thread contracts, leading to breakage. In the frame of the
right-hand clock, the clocks move apart while the thread
maintains the same length, leading to breakage.兲
Robert Firth15 produced a simple and superficially convincing argument against this resolution of the threadbetween-spaceships paradox. According to the principle of
equivalence, a thread stretched taunt between two accelerating spaceships is equivalent to a thread stretched taunt vertically in gravity. In the latter case the thread doesn’t break, so
in the former case it won’t either.
Quantitatively, suppose the thread is strong enough that it
can be stretched to twice its natural length before snapping.
If the thread-between-spaceships really does break, then it
will break when the spaceships attain the speed 共冑3 / 2兲c.
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According to Eq. 共5兲, this speed occurs after the spaceships
have been accelerating for a lab time of 冑3c / g or a spaceship
time of 共c / g兲 arcsinh 共冑3兲. For g = 9.8 m / s2, the spaceship
time required is 40.3 million seconds or 466 days. Thus any
thread left hanging on the Earth’s surface for two years will
necessarily break. Many flags, draperies, and trousers have
been left hanging near the Earth’s surface for this long without breaking.
The error in this appealing argument is that the principle
of equivalence applies only to “small enough” reference
frames for “short enough” times.16 The quantitative requirement for applicability is that 2⌬⌽ / c2 Ⰶ 1, where ⌽ is the
gravitational potential, which in this case is ⌬⌽ = g⌬z. If the
trousers fall from rest, then by classical energy conservation
g⌬z ⬇ v2 / 2, so the applicability requirement is that 共v / c兲2
Ⰶ 1. In other words, just as length contraction becomes significant, the equivalence principle becomes inapplicable. If
trousers fall for two years, this time is not “short enough” for
the equivalence principle to apply.
VI. THE TWIN PARADOX
The twin paradox is much loved and well studied.17 The
statement and resolution of the paradox, in purely specialrelativistic terms, is given in the following.
A traveler journeys at speed V from the Earth to a star
located 共in the Earth’s frame兲 a distance L0 away. Then—
after a brief time interval to turn around at the star—she
returns to Earth at the same speed. In the Earth’s frame this
journey requires time 2L0 / V, but because of specialrelativistic time dilation the traveler’s clock ticks slowly and
returns having ticked off a smaller time 冑1 − 共V / c兲2共2L0 / V兲.
From the traveler’s point of view the star journeys toward
her at speed V over a contracted length of 冑1 − 共V / c兲2L0, so
the star reaches her after time 冑1 − 共V / c兲2L0 / V. 共And sure
enough this is the amount of time ticked off during the
outbound leg by the traveler’s clock.兲 During this outbound
leg the moving Earth clock ticks off a smaller time
关1 − 共V / c兲2兴L0 / V. Similarly for the return leg. But during the
turnaround the Earth clock changes from being the front
clock, set behind the star clock by L0V / c2, to being the rear
clock, set ahead of the star clock by L0V / c2. That is, during
the brief turnaround interval, the Earth clock has 共to the traveler兲 advanced by 2L0V / c2. The total time ticked off by the
Earth clock is thus
关1 − 共V/c兲2兴L0/V + 2L0V/c2 + 关1 − 共V/c兲2兴L0/V = 2L0/V.
共49兲
The two points of view obtain identical results, as they
must. But they explain these results in different ways: From
the Earth’s point of view the traveler’s clock ticks slowly.
From the traveler’s point of view the Earth clock usually
ticks slowly, but it jumps ahead rapidly during the brief turnaround interval.
This resolution of the paradox is correct, but it leaves most
students with a gnawing pit in their guts. How, to the traveler, can the Earth clock advance so rapidly during that brief
turnaround interval? Within special relativity one can only
say, “That’s an accelerated reference frame, so I can tell you
the result at the end of the acceleration but I have to be silent
about what’s going on during acceleration.” Within general
relativity there’s a more satisfactory answer. During the turnDaniel F. Styer
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Fig. 6. The traveler’s turnaround, as observed 共left兲 in the Earth’s frame and 共right兲 in a frame moving right at velocity V relative to the Earth.

around, the traveler’s clock is a “lower” clock while the
Earth clock is a “higher” clock. The full quantitative analysis
below is long, but the idea that the high Earth clock ticks off
more time than the low traveler’s clock is straightforward
general-relativistic time dilation.
By using the machinery of Sec. II, it is not difficult to
show that in the Earth’s reference frame, the turnaround illustrated in Fig. 6 requires time
tT =

2V/g

冑1 − 共V/c兲

2

共50兲

.

In the reference frame moving at velocity V relative to the
Earth, the Earth’s worldline is
x⬘ = − Vt⬘ + L0冑1 − 共V/c兲2

共51兲

and, at the instant the spaceship is at rest, the distance to the
Earth is
c2
g

冉冑

1 + gL0/c2
1 − 共V/c兲2

冊

共52兲

−1 .

An analysis very similar to that of Appendix A produces a
very similar time dilation result: In the co-moving frame of
the spaceship, the spaceship clock ticks off time dSS while
the Earth clock ticks off time dE, where
dE = 冑1 − 共vE/c兲 共1 + g ᐉ /c 兲dSS .
2

共53兲

2

Here ᐉ is the distance from the Earth to the spaceship in the
co-moving frame of the spaceship. From Eq. 共52兲,

冉 冋冑

dE = 冑1 − 共V/c兲2 1 +

1 + gL0/c2
1 − 共V/c兲2

−1

册冊

dSS

=共1 + gL0/c2兲dSS .

共54a兲

gL0
⌬SS .
c2
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冊

共56兲

but Eq. 共50兲 tells us that 共notice that the following results are
independent of g and tT兲
⌬E = ⌬SS +

=⌬SS +

冉冑
冉 冊

2L0
arcsinh
c

V/c

1 − 共V/c兲2

冊

1 + V/c
L0
ln
.
c
1 − V/c

共57a兲

共57b兲

If, as postulated, the turnaround time is small, then V / c is
small and the logarithm in Eq. 共57b兲 is close to 2V / c. Thus
the general relativistic result is that, for short turnaround
times,
⌬E = ⌬SS +

2L0V
c2

共58兲

,

in agreement with the special relativistic result.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF GENERALRELATIVISTIC TIME DILATION

共55兲

We now know that the Earth clock ticks off more time than
the spaceship clock, the only question is how much more.
812

冉

g共tT/2兲
g共⌬SS/2兲
= sinh
,
c
c

共54b兲

Integrate Eq. 共54b兲 to find
⌬E = ⌬SS +

The time ticked off by the spaceship during turnaround is
related to the lab time elapsed during turnaround through

We derived the standard formula for general-relativistic
time dilation at Eq. 共33兲. Here we use the same procedure to
derive the formula for the case where the two clocks are not
only accelerating, but the left-hand clock is moving as well.
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In this case the right-hand clock starts from rest, so its trajectory has 关see Eqs. 共5兲 and 共7兲兴 x0 = ᐉ and t0 = 0. The lefthand clock starts with velocity v, so its trajectory has x0
= 共c2 / g兲关1 − ␥兴 and t0 = −␥v / g, where ␥ = 1 / 冑1 − 共v / c兲2. We
again use ␣ = g ᐉ / c2 and ␤ = V / c.
According to Eq. 共12兲, the coordinates in frame S⬘ of the
events A and B in Fig. 4 are for event A 共right-hand clock at
rest兲
共xA⬘ ,tA⬘ 兲 =

1

冑1 − ␤2

共共c /g兲关␣ − 1 + 冑1 − ␤2兴,
2

共V/g兲关1 − ␣兴兲,

共A1兲

and for event B 共left-hand clock at rest兲
共xB⬘ ,tB⬘ 兲 =

1

冑1 − ␤2 共共c /g兲␥关Vv/c − 1兴
+ 共c2/g兲冑1 − ␤2,共␥/g兲关V − v兴兲.
2

2

dL = 冑1 − 共v/c兲2共1 − g ᐉ /c2兲dR .
APPENDIX B: SUGGESTED PROBLEMS

Here are two problems that can be assigned to students to
help drive home the ideas presented in this paper, and one
research question.
共1兲 Verify the distances, speeds, and clock readings shown
in Fig. 1. For example, show that the bottom right clock
reads 31.71 s.
共2兲 Suppose the two clocks commence acceleration simultaneously in the lab frame, and halt acceleration simultaneously in the frame moving relative to the lab at
V / c = ␤ f , when the left-hand clock is stationary in that
frame. Show that when they halt in this frame, the righthand clock is moving toward the right with velocity
v f ␣i / 冑1 + ␣2i ␤2f , and that the distance between them is

共A2兲

1

冑1 − ␤2f 共共c /g兲

Thus

so
xC⬘ − xB⬘ =

c2
g

− 1/g

冑1 − ␤2 关V共␥ + ␣ − 1兲 − ␥v兴,

冋冑 冉

=

1+

g共tA⬘ − tB⬘ 兲
c

冊 册

共A3兲

2

−1

共A4兲

c2/g

2
2
冑
冑1 − ␤2 关 1 − ␤ + 关␤共␥ + ␣ − 1兲 − ␥v/c兴
− 冑1 − ␤2兴.
共A5兲

Thus the coordinates in frame S⬘ of event C 共left-hand clock
moves left, at same instant that right-hand clock is at rest兲 are

tC⬘ =

c2/g

冑1 − ␤2 关␥共Vv/c − 1兲
+ 冑1 − ␤2 + 关␤共␥ + ␣ − 1兲 − ␥v/c兴2兴,
2

V/g

冑1 − ␤2 关1 − ␣兴,

共A6兲
共A7兲

and in the lab frame
tC =

V/g
关1 − ␣ + ␥共Vv/c2 − 1兲
1 − ␤2

+ 冑1 − ␤2 + 关␤共␥ + ␣ − 1兲 − ␥v/c兴2兴.

共A8兲

Now we’re prepared to derive time dilation, as at Eq. 共33兲,
except that now we need only the case in which R is an
infinitesimal. When the right-hand clock reads dR, 共a兲 the
time in the lab frame is dtA = dR, 共b兲 the velocity of frame S⬘
relative to the lab is gdtA, and 共c兲 the time for event C in the
lab frame is dtC = dtA共1 − ␣兲 because all the ␤’s are infinitesimal. From these results you can work backward through
dtC = ␥dL to find
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2

冑1 − ␤2f + ␣2i ␤2f − 共c2/g兲冑1 − ␤2f + ᐉi兲.
共B1兲

tC⬘ − tB⬘ = tA⬘ − tB⬘ =

xC⬘ =

共A9兲
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共3兲 Section II shows that at the end of the acceleration program, the two clocks 共in their own frame兲 are separated
by the distance L0 = ᐉi / 冑1 − 共V / c兲2 and have time readings that differ by L0V / c2. Section III explains this time
difference through general-relativistic time dilation, assuming constant proper acceleration. The results of Sec.
II must apply even when the acceleration is not uniform,
but I have not been able to find the correct generalization. Can you? 共This research question should not be
inflicted on a typical student.兲
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